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Title: Ron Perrotta collection of Apple Computer material
source: Perrotta, Ron
creator: Perrotta, Ron
Identifier/Call Number: M2452
Physical Description: 1.85 Linear Feet (three boxes and one map folder)
Date (inclusive): c. 1980s-1990s
Abstract: Mr. Perrotta worked at Apple Computer from 1982-1993.
Content Description
The collection includes unopened software (Apple II and Lotus 1-2-3), posters, pins, promotional items, material from 1984 including an annual report, Super Bowl advertising photo book, and a Macintosh brochure.
Conditions Governing Access
Open for research. Note that material must be requested at least 36 hours in advance of intended use.
Conditions Governing Use
While Special Collections is the owner of the physical and digital items, permission to examine collection materials is not an authorization to publish. These materials are made available for use in research, teaching, and private study. Any transmission or reproduction beyond that allowed by fair use requires permission from the owners of rights, heir(s) or assigns. See: http://library.stanford.edu/spc/using-collections/permission-publish.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Gift; Ron Perrotta; 2019. Accession 2019-005.
Preferred Citation
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oversize-box 1,
Folder 1
Super Bowl advertising photographic book for 1984

oversize-box 1,
Folder 2
Annual report 1984

oversize-box 1,
Folder 2
Advertising brochure for the Macintosh and ephermera

oversize-box 1
Blue busters lab coat; Macintosh pins

Box 2
Lotus 1-2-3 for Macintosh, release 1.0 unopened box of software

flat-box 3
Appleworks for Ile, Iic unopened box of software

Physical Description: 1.45 Linear Feet (three boxes)

map-folder 4
Two posters: Macintosh for the rest of us, and Macintosh ANDAD, The Macintosh spirit